Building connections between community members and students

Job Shadowing Defined: Observing a profession or professional to gain a better understanding of a career and responsibilities.

Chambersburg Career Connections

CCC Partners provide short term job shadowing opportunities for CASD students so they can gain valuable experience in professional environments and better understand a career/profession and responsibilities in the field.

CCC Partners are available to host three experiences (3 hours each) for a total of nine on site hours. Times can be arranged to meet the needs of both the employer and student.

CCC Partners provide different types of job shadowing experiences based upon industry type. Share information regarding your occupational field, current job, career future/alternatives, outside of work obligations, advice for new professionals, high school or college activities that can provide career experiences, and feedback.

CCC Partners can use the job shadowing experience to allow students to observe daily routines, participate in meetings or presentations, listen to customer and conference calls, complete facility tours, and speak with a variety of staff members.

Participating individuals will need to complete state clearances and a CASD volunteer application to participate. To begin your application check out this link: https://www.casdonline.org/Page/1126

Please contact Stephanie Barnhart at stephanie.barnhart@casdonline.org to learn more and participate in the Chambersburg Career Connection Program.